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ABSTRACT 
This repor t  contains complete input instructions,  operating 
instructions and sample problems with computer output for  t h ree  IBM-7094 
Computer Programs.  The Programs and their  essential  features  a re :  
Interplanetary Trajectory Program.  
the burnout velocity fo r  a t ra jec tory  f r o m  Ear th  to any other 
planet o r  f r o m  any other planet to  Earth. 
N-Body Trajectory Program. This  i s  an N-body program with 
fourth order  Runge-Kutta integration with optional doubling and 
halving procedure and according to  the Cowell o r  the Encke 
method. It a lso canprint  out cen t ra l  angle, ground t r ace  and 
azimuth and elevation of the  velocity vector, 
N-Body P r o g r a m  with Sensitivity Coefficients and Differential 
Correction, 
Tra jec tory  Program,  but a first estimate of the t ra jec tory  must  
be available f r o m  an external sourceo 
sensitivity mat r ix  by integration along the t ra jectory;  it also 
makes use  of an improved differential correct ion procedure. 
This program determines 
This is in purpose similar to the Interplanetary 
It. computes a 6 x 6 
A full description of Program I is available in reference 1 and 2. 
This  repor t  presents  an outline of the pertinent sections of those references,  
to facil i tate their  use. 
those features  that distinguish Programs I1 and I11 f r o m  P r o g r a m  I. 
Full descriptions and analyses are presented for 
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1. 
1.1 Introduction 
GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS O F  THE THREE PROGRAMS 
This section is a general  description of three computer programs. 
Complete operating instructions and the in-and output formats  a r e  given 
in section 4. Sample problems a r e  presented in section 5, 
computer programs described in this r epor t  a r e :  
The th ree  
I. Interplanetary Trajectory P r o g r a m  
This program can be used in th ree  ways: 
mode 1) To determine the burnout velocity and the t ra jec tory  between 
Ea r th  and any other planet except Pluto (or  vice versa)  when 
departure  date and t r i p  t ime a r e  giveno 
mode 2) To determine the initial configuration angle between de- 
par ture  and destination planets for  a given departure  date, 
mode 3 )  To compute an N-body t ra jec tory  when initial position and 
velocity components a r e  given; this  includes as an option the use  
of s i x  (or  l e s s )  midcourse velocity correct ions,  
11. N-body P rogram with Options 
This  i s  the same program a s  (I, 3 )  above, but the units of the 
output may be mi les  and feet-per-second (or  any other units, depending 
on input) whereas  the units of (I, 3 )  a r e  always A. IJ. and A,U. per  hour. 
This  program also contains options to compute ground t r a c e  information, 
azimuth and elevation of velocity vector and cent ra l  angle, 
have the midcourse correction option. 
111. N-bodv P r o g r a m  with Sensitivitv Coefficients and Differential 
It does not 
Correct ions 
This  program determines the burnout velocity of interplanetary 
t ra jec tor ies  (s imilar ly  to I, 1 )  by differential correct ion of a first 
estimate,  It differs f r o m  (I, 1) in  th ree  aspects:  
a) a first es t imate  of the initial conditions obtained f r o m  another 
source,  must  be used as input (the program (I, 1) computes its own 
estimate) 
1 
b) the sensitivity coefficients a r e  computed by integration 
along the t ra jectory,  whereas  (I, 1) computes them by perturbing 
the initial velocity components. 
c)  it has an option to  print  out the 6 x 6 sensitivity coefficient 
mat r ices  along a nominal trajectory.  
The content and operation of program I a r e  reported in G. E. TIS 
reports  R60SD465 (Ref.  1) and R61SD047 (Ref. 2). Ref. 1 deals  with the 
N-body program which is the common bas is  for  all the programs mentioned 
above. 
the Interplanetary Trajectory P rogram,  i n  its th ree  modes of operation. 
Ref. 2 a lso contains flow charts.  
Ref. 2 is a complete description and operation manual fo r  program I, 
Programs I1 and III grew out of program I by a process  of adding 
and modifying. 
report .  
an outline of their content. 
The additions and modifications are described in  this  
To facilitate the use  of re ferences  1 and 2, th is  report  contains 
The  chart  on page 3 is a summary  of this  introduction. 
1,2 P r o g r a m  I, The Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o g r a m  
This  program is fully described in Ref. 2, It may be used in th ree  
ways. 
1,2.  1 Mode 1, Interplanetary Tra jec tory  
In this  mode the program computes an  interplanetary t ra jec tory  f r o m  
Ear th  to any other planet (except Pluto) o r  f r o m  any planet to  Earth.  
initial condition is some altitude above a given launch s i te  at some t ime  
during a given departure date. 
of given radius  (which may o r  may not be the actual radius  f r o m  the center  
of the destination planet af ter  a given t r i p  time. 
departure  date i s  determined to  take the best  advantage of the planet's rotation, 
( F o r  those planets of which the rotation is not known th is  feature  is dispensed 
with.) 
The 
The  end condition is intersect ion of a sphere  
The  t ime  of burnout on the 
The t r i p  t ime is satisfied within a tolerance specified in the input. 
The input is  principally the identification of depar ture  and a r r i v a l  
planets, the departure date and the t r i p  time; other input consis ts  of physical 
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constants,  indicators to make the N-body subroutine compute according to 
the des i red  mode and conditions to end the program. 
The  program begins with the computation of an estimated burnout 
velocity on the basis of a two body analysis (the."heliocentric t r ans fe r  
analysis") in which the planets a r e  mass less .  
by introducing the orbital  eccentricit ies of departure  and a r r i v a l  planets 
This es t imate  i s  refined 
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the time of burnout during the departure  day to  take the bes t  advantage of the 
planet's rotation. 
sensitivity coefficients a r e  computed by perturbing the initial velocity 
components. 
rection procedure tha t  is based on the sensitivity coefficients. 
The refined est imate  i s  run  a s  an N-body t ra jectory;  
The estimate is improved i teratively by a differential cor  - 
The heliocentric t ransfer  analysis computes the eccentricity and 
semi-major  axis of the t ransfer  ellipse (or  hyperbola, if desired)  for  given 
departure  date and t r i p  time. 
procedure, but the formulas to  be used depend on the type of t ransfer  to  be 
made. T h e r e  a re  four types of elliptic t ransfers :  direct ,  indirect, perihelion, 
aphelion; these t e r m s  a r e  defined in Ref. 2. 
properly, the particular kind of t r ans fe r  must  be indicated in  the input. Ref.  2 
contains graphs of Earth-planet and planet-Earth transfers; in each graph 
the t r i p  t ime - -  initial configuration angle space i s  divided in  severa l  a r e a s  
each of which is  associated with a par t icular  type of t ransfer .  
t r i p  t ime and departure date an est imate  can be made about which type of 
t ransfer  i s  required, since the knowledge of depar ture  date is equivalent to  
that of initial configuration angle. 
c i rcu lar  planetary orbits,  their  information m a y  be in e r r o r  especially when 
a close-to-Hohmann t ransfer  is desired.  
types of t ransfer  may be indicated in  the  input; the program will then t r y  
each type in turn until the co r rec t  one is found. 
This  is done by a r a the r  simple i teration 
To get the i teration s ta r ted  
Thus, for  given 
Since the plots are based on coplanar, 
In that case a number of possible 
If one does not want to  determine the initial configuration angle by 
re fer r ing  to the ephemeris and computing the sca l a r  vector of the position 
vectors ,  one may use  mode 2 of the program to obtain that angle. 
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1.2.2 Mode 2, Initial Configuration Angle 
In this mode the program computes the angle between the departure  
and destination planets on the departure date by looking up the i r  positions 
in the epnemeris  ana computing the scalar product oi the posiiiun vectors. 
Input consis ts  of identification of planets, departure  date and t r i p  t ime (but 
t r i p  t ime is not used in the computation, it is a "dummy" input). 
1.2.3 Mode 3, N-Body Tra jec tory  
The N-body t ra jec tory  program i s  character ized by: 
1 )  Fourth order  Runge-Kutta integration in double precision, with 
optional doubling and halving procedure ; 
2) Position data of Sun, Moon and a l l  planets except Pluto given 
a t  1 2  hour intervals,  r e f e r r ed  to the mean equinox and mean equator of 
1950.0; 
3 )  
one to the other;  
4) 
The input consis ts  of a) identification of reference planet, b) initial 
Cowell o r  Encke solution method with optional switching f r o m  
Optional switching of coordinate center.  
position (in A. U, ) and velocity (in A. U, /hour) components with respect  to 
the center  of the origin planet, c) physical constants, including the identifica- 
tion of planets to be included in  the computation, d) indicators for  the 
par t icular  mode of running the program and e) conditions on which to 
te rmina te  the  computation, 
Output l i s t s  position, velocity and acceleration components and 
magnitude with respec t  to origin planet; position components and magnitude 
with respec t  to  earth,  sun and target  planet; all this at each integration s tep  
o r  intermittently a t  any des i red  number of steps,  
This mode of the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o g r a m  also has an 
option to  include the effects on the t ra jectory of up to s ix  midcourse c o r -  
rections.  
and m a s s  flow (the same for  all corrections) and the t ime  of initiation, the burning 
t ime and the direction as r e f e r r e d  t o  local velocity vector and t ra jectory 
plane, 
The correct ions must be defined in  the input by the specific impulse 
5 
1 . 3  P r o g r a m  11, the N-Body P r o g r a m  with Options 
This is the same program as that described in section 102,  3, except 
f o r  the following. 
1) 
2) 
It does not have the option f o r  midcourse corrections.  
It has an option to  print out in miles ,  feet  per  second and feet  
L 
per  (second) , o r  any other units, depending on the input conversion 
<= ptnr c 
&_U..”V& “ e  
3) 
surface in latitude and longitude. 
4) 
between the instantaneous and the initial position vector s o  
5) 
vector. 
It has an option to  print  out the ground t r a c e s  over the Earth’s  
It has an option to  print out the cent ra l  angle, io e. the angle 
It has an option to  print  out aximuth and elevation of the velocity 
1.4 P r o g r a m  111, -___ N-Body P r o g r a m  with Sensitivity Coefficients and Differential 
Correction 
This programmaytake  the place of P r o g r a m  I if a first estimate of 
initial conditions of a n  interplanetary t ra jec tory  is available f r o m  some other 
source. Such a source  can be, for  instance, the J P L  Heliocentric Conic 
Program. 
but it does contain improvements in the computation of sensitivity coefficients 
and the differential correction. These improvements are  fully descr ibed in 
section 3 of this repor t ;  the following is  a general  description. 
Progam I11 cannot compute the first es t imate  (as P r o g r a m  I can), 
The complete (6 x 6) matrix of sensitivity coefficients is  computed 
along the t ra jectory by integration of the equations of variations. 
an  option to print out the sensitivity ma t r ix  at each integration interval. 
T h e r e  is 
The differential correct ion procedure has  been improved (or ,  at least ,  
made  more  flexible) by permitt ing the use of only a percentage (determined by 
the ffK-factor”  which is supplied as input) of the velocity correct ion determined 
by the sensitivity matr ix’s  inversion. 
Because of the way in  which the sensit ivity coefficients a r e  computed, 
this program must be run  with the  Cowell solution method and must  use  the 
doubling and halving option. 
6 
2. OUTLINE O F  REFERENCES 1 AND 2 
2. 1 Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to facilitate the use of re ferences  1 and 
2. 
Tra jec tory  Program) .  
program and discusses  two demonstration problems; Reference 2 descr ibes  
the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P rogram and repeats  some par t s  of Reference 1. 
Reference 2 is thus a complete report  in itself. 
of the relevant mater ia l s  in the two repor t s ,  o r  an elaborate table of contents 
(Introductions and abs t rac ts  a r e  not mentioned). Some of the contents a r e  
mere ly  mentioned, some other mat te rs  a r e  discussed in some detail  wherever 
i t  was felt that further explanation was necessary.  
number.  The title of the r epor t s ,  "Generalized Interplanetary Trajectory 
Study, 
Section IV of Reference 1,  "Interplanetary Weather, 
of that work; i t  w i l l  not be fur ther  discussed here .  
2 . 2  Reference 1 
Together,  they give a full description of program I (the Interplanetary 
Reference 1 concentrates on the N-body par t  of the 
The following i s  an outline 
Reference is by section 
was the title of the WADD contract under which the work w a s  performed. 
w a s  the resul t  of a part  
("General Interplanetary Trajectory Study, ' I  J. P. d e v r i e s ,  
coordinator,  General  Electr ic  TIS R60SD465, August 1960) 
Section 2. 1 Definition of coordinate system. Reference i s  the mean 
equator and mean equinox of 1950. 0. 
Section 2 . 2  Equations of motion for the N-body problem a r e  derived 
for one body with respect  to another. 
ear th  oblateness t e r m  a r e  also indicated. 
Section 2. 3 Definition of the 'fCowell" and "Encke" solution techniques. 
The program uses  either technique (according to input instructions).  
The method used is 
The accelerations due to the f i r s t  
Section 2. 4 Description of the integration method. 
the fourth o rde r  Runge-Kutta; the selection of the t ime step is made by 
the doubling and halving method. 
proceeds with the same interval o r  with half the interval is  that both 
integrations should agree within a certain tolerance.  
program it has become customary to use a tolerance of 4 x 10 
The cr i ter ion by which the integration 
(In our use of the 
-10 
A. U. ). 
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A possible cr i t ic ism is that the tolerance is  an absolute distance,  
whereas a certain percentage of the instantaneous distance to the center  
of the coordinate sys tem may  be m o r e  satisfactory.  Be this as i t  may,  
the program has performed w e l l ,  and the automatic t ime step selection 
provides a great t ime saving for  interplanetary t ra jec tor ies  since small 
s teps  a r e  taken near  a center of attraction and long s teps  far away 
f rom it.  ' lhe  doubhng and halving procedure is optionai. 
Section 2. 5 It may be argued that for  t ra jec tor ies  between two planets 
i t  is advantageous (for accuracy and speed) to t ranslate  the coordinate 
sys tem f r o m  the departure  planet to the sun, and la te r  to the a r r i v a l  
planet. 
according to input instructions).  
coordinates a re  translated to the closest  body; when using the Encke 
method the translation is to that body of which the gravitational fo rce  
is grea te r  than 2570 of the total force,  
needed, the relative velocity between the old and the new coordinate 
sys tem is computed by numerical  differentiation. Usually this does 
not produce a sufficiently accurate  velocity; the velocity is  cor rec ted  
in an iteration procedure which is based on running the t ra jec tory  in 
Such translations may  be executed automatically (by option, 
When using the Cowell method the 
Whenever a translation is 
the old as well as in the new coordinate sys tem for  a f e w  integration 
steps.  
The program a lso  has  an option to switch solution techniques f r o m  
The cr i te r ion  is ( m o r e  o r  Cowell to Encke, o r  from Encke to Cowell. 
l e s s  a rb i t ra r i ly )  that the Encke technique is used when the body a t  the 
coordinate center i s  responsible for  m o r e  than 7570 of the total fo rce ;  
otherwise,  the Cowell technique is used. 
Section 2 . 6  The sources  fo r  the planetary tapes  a r e  indicated. Posi t ions 
of all planets (except P lu to) ,  Moon and Sun are s tored on tape a t  
12 hour intervals. 
polation of the original ephemerides.  
Appendix I gives the formulas  which were used to convert  the N a v a l  
Observatory data for thtx Moon and Mercury .  
Interpolation was by nine-point Lagrange in t e r -  
T i m e  is Ephemer is  Time.  
8 
Section 2. 7 All physical constants are input quantities, but this section 
suggests a set  of numbers  which is consistent with s tandards adopted 
by the International Astronomical Union. 
c--&:,.-- o ---J 3 n P _._- ..L-. . 
vbbLIu113 2 .  u allu L .  7 UUl l lpuLc l  l r lpui  ~ I I J  u u i p u i  dre r r i o r e  I 'uiiy defined 
in Reference 2 and also in this repor t ,  section 4. 
Section 3 Two demonstration problems a r e  discussed in detail. The 
f i r s t  i s  the computation of the Lunik I11 trajectory.  
computation of an Earth-Venus t ra jec tory  for  given departure  date and 
t r ip  t ime. 
cussed in detail  in Appendix 11. 
the heliocentric t ransfer  analysis ("Vertregt") and the geocentric 
departure  analysis ("Moeckel"). These analyses were la te r  generalized 
and programmed and a r e  now part  of the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o -  
gram. 
discussed ( s e e  a l so  Appendix 111); this was a l so  programmed l a t e r  to 
be par t  of P r o g r a m  I. 
The second is the 
The method by which a f i r s t  es t imate  w a s  obtained is  d is -  
The method consis ts  of two par ts :  
The use  of differential correct ion to refine the es t imate  is a l so  
2 . 3  Reference 2 
("Generalized Interplanetary Tra jec tory  Study, 
Supplement I, J. P. deVries,  Coordinator , General  Elec t r ic  
TIS R61SD047, Jan. 1961) 
P a r t  I1 and 
Section 2 Description of the N-body program. This repea ts  section 2 of 
reference 1. 
values fo r  severa l  physical properties of the planets. 
The l is t  of astronomical constdnts contains suggested 
Section 3. 1 Description of the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P rogram.  The 
problem to be solved by this program is briefly: to determine the 
burnout velocity for a t ra jectory f rom Ear th  to any other planet (o r  vice 
v e r s a )  when departure  date and t r ip  t ime are known. 
opera tes  in three  phases:  
3 )  differential  correction. 
The program 
1) f i r s t  es t imate ,  2 )  N-body program and 
Section 3. 2 The hel inrentr i r  t r a n s f e r  analysis determines the semi-  
ma jo r  axis  and eccentricity of the t ransfer  e l l ipse,  assuming that the 
planets have no mass. For elliptic t ra jec tor ies  four kinds of t ransfer  
9 
( t t rou te s t ' )  a r e  defined (direct ,  indirect ,  aphelion and perihelion.); 
two routes a r e  defined for hyperbolic t ransfers .  
t r ans fe r s  are  considered. 
initial configuration angle ( o r  departure  date) as absc i s sa  each route 
is confined to  a cer ta in  region ( i .e  combination of t r i p  t imes  and 
departure  dates).  The four regions belonging to the elliptic routes  
come together in a point which corresponds to the single t r i p  t ime-  
departure  date combination for a Hohmann ( leas t  energy)  t r ans fe r .  
The re  a re  fourteen such plots, seven for  earth-planet and seven fo r  
planet-earth t ransfers .  
w i l l  be taken for the desired t r ip  t ime -configuration angle combination. 
This  information is needed in the input data ,  because the computation 
of semi-major  axis and eccentr ic i ty  requi res  different formulas  fo r  
different routes. 
is  some uncertainty about the route that i s  required,  especially in the 
neighborhood of the Hohmann point. 
number of routes;  the computer will t r y  each one in succession. 
No re t rograde  
In plots having t r ip  t ime as ordinate and 
The plots a r e  used to determine which route 
Since the plots are based on an idealized model there  
One may therefore  specify a 
This section gives all the formulas  for the computation of semi- 
major  axis and eccentricity (for each of the different routes)  and the 
i teration procedure which is used in the program. 
Section 3. 3 The purpose of the departure  analysis is  to obtain a f i r s t  
es t imate  of the burnout velocity. 
some given distance ver t ical ly  above the launch site and the burnout 
t ime during the given ,departure date is determined to take the maxi -  
mum advantage of the ea r th ' s  ( o r  other  planet 's)  rotation. (Depar tures  
f rom Mercury and Venus are dealt  with slightly differently because not 
enough is known about their  rotations and direction of their  axes.  ) 
The escape from the planet i s  taken to  be along a hyperbola which is 
"patched" to  the t ransfer  ell ipse that w a s  the resu l t  of the heliocentric 
t ransfer  analysis. 
The burnout point is taken to be 
Pages 55-57 of this section have a m o r e  genera l  significance. 
step-by-step procedure is given fo r  the determination of the Universal  
A 
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Time that corresponds to local mean s iderea l  t ime;  this is  a 
"translation" of the instructions in the American Ephemeris  and 
Nautical Almanac ( a s  well as the Explanatory Supplement). 
Section 3 .  4 The differential correction by which the f i r s t  estimate is 
corrected to produce an impacting t ra jec tory  is based on the 
sensitivity ma t r ix  between positions a t  a r r i v a l  t ime and velocities 
a t  departure  time. 
making small changes in each of the burnout velocity components 
in turn and computing three new trajector ies .  
sensitivity ma t r ix  produces the burnout velocity correction and a 
new t ra jec tory  is run, 
i terations may  be performed; i f  impact is s t i l l  not obtained, a new 
sensitivity ma t r ix  is computed along the l a s t  t ra jec tory  and another 
10 i terations may be performed. 
sensitivity mat r ices  (o r  a total of 30 t r i e s )  impact is still  not 
achieved, the run i s  given up as  a hopeless case.  
of the t ra jectory i s  impact on a sphere centered a t  the a r r iva l  planet's 
center with a rb i t r a ry  ( i . e .  input data) radius  a t  the a r r i v a l  t ime to 
within a given tolerance (a l so  input data). 
The sensitivity coefficients a r e  computed by 
The inversion of the 
With the same sensitivity mat r ix  up to ten 
If af ter  th ree  computations of 
The end condition 
Section 3 .  5 This i s  a complete discussion of the computation of a 
M a r s  -Earth trajectory.  
Section 3. 7 This is a summary  of 7 Earth-Venus t ra jec tor ies  with 
departure  dates a t  12-day intervals and a t r ip  t ime of 100 days. 
Sections 4. 1 and 4.2 It is argued that to use the Encke method advanta- 
geously the coordinate center must  be translated f rom one body to 
another when the second becomes prominent. 
lation relative velocity of the old and the new coordinate center must  
be determined by differentiation of the ephemeris  data. 
u s i ~ g  the iteration p r ~ c e d ~ r e  descr ibed  in section 2,  5 of reference 1 
i t  has  been found that the resul ts  a r e  not always consistent. 
reasons  for this a r e  quite complex, maybe a combination of some 
To per form this t r ans -  
Even when 
The 
11 
small interval inconsistency in the ephemeris  with the fact  that  light 
significant f igures  in the initial velocity does not give enough accuracy. 
Section 4.2 presents  an improved method for the velocity determina-  
tion; this method has  been applied with some success ,  but i t  has  not 
been incorporated into the present program. (Our pract ice  has  be- 
come to use the Cowell method always,  without translating coordinate 
c e n t e r s ) .  
Section 5 This section descr ibes  how the program handles the midcourse 
correction option. Up to six midcourse correct ions m a y  be specified. 
Specific impulse and m a s s  flow must  be the same for each correction. 
The corrections a r e  fur ther  specified by giving the start ing t ime 
(hours  from beginning of t ra jectory) ,  the burning t ime and two angles 
which define the thrust  direction. 
specified in a coordinate system that is directed along the local velocity 
and the t ra jectory plane. 
The thrus t  direction is to be 
Appendix I. 
method. 
This repor t s  the two-body formulas  that a r e  used in the Encke 
2.4 Reference 2 ,  Supplement 
Section 2 The complete input instructions for  the three modes of the 
Inte r plane t a r  y T r a je c to r y  P r o  gram 
Section 3 Description of computer output. 
Section 4 Operating instructions. 
Note: The contents of sections 2 ,  3 and 4 of this Supplement a r e  
repated in section 4 of this report .  
Section 5 Description of the binary tapes of planetary tables. 
Section 6 Block diagrams of the most  important pa r t s  of the Interplanetary 
Trajectory Program:  tape data to angular pa rame te r s  (fig. l ) ,  helio- 
centr ic  analysis (fig. 2),  departure  analysis  (fig. 3 ) ,  Encke integration 
program ( f i g .  4), Cowell integration p rogram (fig. 4 cont. ) and 
differential correction analysis (f ig .  5). 
1 2  
Appendix I Description of the modified DBC FORTRAN input routine. 
Appendix I1 Complete input and computer output sheets of two examples: 
1) Earth-Venus t ra jectory,  110 days t r i p  t ime,  departure  date 
Dec. 12, 1960 o r  346 days from beginning of tape (Jan. 1, 1960) and 
2 )  Venus-Earth t ra jectory,  110 days t r i p  t ime,  departure  date 
April  1, 1961, o r  456 days from beginning of tape. 
Appendix I11 List  of Julian dates ,  calendar dates  and table days. 
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3. 
3.1 Introduction 
ADDITIONS AND MODIFICATIONS OF PROGRAM I 
Since the completion of P r o g r a m  I severa l  additions and modifications 
have been made. P rograms  I1 and I11 a r e  the results.  This  section descr ibes  
1) the computation of ground t r a c e  parameters ,  azimuth and elevation 
of velocity vector and central  angle (for P r o g r a m  11) 
2) 
3) 
The use of these additional fea tures  is fully explained in the section 
Ccmputaticr, cf 6 x 6 sensitivity m-atrix (for P r o g r a m  111) 
Modified differential correct ion procedure (for P r o g r a m  111), 
on input instructions and operating procedures  l a t e r  in this report .  
3.2 Computation of Ground -- Trace ,  Central  Angle and - Azimuth and Elevation 
of Velocity Vector 
Program I1 offers the option of printing out ground t r a c e  information, 
the central  angle (or  t rave l  angle and aximuth and elevation of the velocity 
vector. This section descr ibes  how this  information is obtained. The  
program can also print out distances in miles, velocities in f t /sec and ac- 
celerations in f t / s e c  , o r  any other units depending on the conversion constants 
( f rom A. U. and A, U. /hour) which are supplied as input. 
3,2.1 GroundTrace 
2 
The parameters  computed are the latitude of the vehicle referenced 
to the equatorial plane and the longitude re ferenced  to  the Greenwich meridian. 
Negative longitudes indicate angles w e s t  of Greenwich, 
The additional input quantities requi red  for  this  option are: 
= Greenwich Hour Angle fo r  start ing day of t ra jec tory  (deg.) 
= Table hours  for  0 U.T. on s tar t ing day of t ra jec tory  
= Angular r a t e  of Earth 's  rotation (w  
The coordinates (X, Y,  Z )  of the vehicle with respec t  to  the Ear th  
H 
0 
t 
w 
h 
= .262516 rad /hour)  
e e 
referenced to  the vernal equinox of 1950.0, found by the n-body program a r e  
t ransformed to coordinates referenced to the Greenwich meridian at t (XIs Y ' ,  Z ' ) .  
This involves a rotation about the Z axis through the  angle H as shown in  
Figo 1. 
0 
14 
Greenwich 
Me ridion 
Fig .  1 Computation of Ground Trace  
X' = X cos H t Y sin H 
Y '  = -X sin H t Y cos H 
Z' = z 
Now, if R is the geocentric distance to  the vehicle, the latitude 4 is 
given by 
-1 
4 = s in  ( Z / R )  
0 0 where -90 5 4,s 90 .. Negative values of 4 indicate latitudes in the southern 
hemisphere,  
The  longitude with respec t  to the Greenwich meridian at t 
X = s in  ( Y ' / R  cos 4 )  
X = c o s  (X ' /R  cos 4 )  
i s  
0 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
To find the longitudei a. 
of the printout step, t, a correction for  the Earth 's  rotation is applied 
with respect to the Greenwich meridian at the time 
X = x o  - we (t - t o )  
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3.2.2 Central  Angle and Azimuth and Elevation of Velocity Vector 
The desired pa rame te r s  a r e  shown in Fig.  2 
Fig. 2 Central  Angle and Direction of Velocity Vector 
- 
6 = central  angle, o r  angle t raveled f r o m  injection, Ri, t o  Fat any 
time t, 
- 
p = elevation of velocity vector,  V, measured  positive above local 
horizontal plane 
azimuth of v, measured  positive clockwise f r o m  north in local (7 = 
0 . 0  
X, Y,  Z ;  X, Y, Z = components of geocentric position and velocity vec tors  at 
any time t subscript i r e f e r s  to  injection t ime  
The central  angle is given by 
xx. i- YYi  i- zz 
i 
RR 
8 = cos-1 ( 
0 0 where 0 < e 180 . 
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The elevation of v i s  
/ o  0 . \  
xx t YY t zz -’ ( R V  ,B = sin 
\ 
0 
where -90 /3 90’. 
The declination of the vehicle, 6, is the latitude found previously 
as pa r t  of the ground t r a c e  computation. The right ascension is found f rom 
-1 a = s in  ( Y / R  cos 6 )  
CY = c o s  -’ ( X / R  cos 6 ) 
The azimuth of 7 is thus given by 
- 1  0 0 u = cos  (X  s in  6 cos Q - Y s in  6 sin CY s in  t z cos S ) / V  cosg 
where 
0 0 
u = u if ( -X s i n a  t Y c o s a )  2 0 
u = 2n-uif ( -X  sinty t Y c o s a )  < 0 
0 8 
3.2.3 Discussion 
It must  be noted that some simplifications have been used in the 
computations descr ibed in this section. The ground t r a c e  is computed using 
the mean  equator and mean equinox of 1950.0; it should thus be cor rec ted  by 
introducing the nutation and precession to get the  ground trace properly in the 
coordinates of date. 
counted f r o m  1950; most  of the error is in the direction of longitude. 
the  option was introduced in the program the purpose warranted neglecting 
this  correction. ) 
The e r r o r  amounts t o  about 50 s e c s  of arc per  year ,  
(When 
Also in defining the direction of the velocity vector the coordinate 
sys t em is that of the 1950.0 mean  equator and mean  equinox. 
3 .  2. 4 Modification of the Differential Correction Procedure  
In determining the burnout velocity fo r  a n  interplanetary t ra jec tory  
with the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P rogram ( P r o g r a m  I), the  l inear  dif- 
fe ren t ia l  correct ion procedure has  sometimes shown a slowly converging o r  
even diverging behavior, 
will oscillate f r o m  one side of the target  planet to the other in successive 
It is typical in such cases that the miss distance 
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iterations. 
(described in  this section) has  improved the computation of such difficult 
ca s  e s considerably. 
The modification of the differential  correct ion procedure 
Since the completion of the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o g r a m  
other means of getting a first es t imate  have become available; in some 
cases  such est imates  produce a smaller miss distance (when run  in an 
N-body program) then the est imate  determined by the Interplanetary 
Tra jec tory  Program. 
Heliocentric Patched Conic P rogram,  used direct ly  o r  with its own dif- 
ferent ia l  correction. 
An example of such other means is  the J P L  
The improvement of the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o g r a m  thus 
consisted of three parts:  
1 )  Make it possible to  begin with an est imated burnout velocity 
which is computed externally, 
2 )  
3 )  
Modify the differential correct ion procedure to  improve convergence. 
Improve the computation of the sensitivity coefficients by getting 
them through integration of the equations of variation along the est imated 
trajectory.  
t ra jec tory  alone, whereas the finite perturbation method requi res  300% 
more;  the resul ts  have consistently agreed within l%o 
the complete 6 x 6 ma t r ix  becomes available fo r  printout at  any integration 
inter V a l .  
(This takes only 10% more  computer t ime  than integrating the 
Also, in this  manner  
It was therefore  decided to  le t  the  Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o g r a m  
stand unchanged and to add the new sensitivity matrix computations and the 
modified differential correct ion procedure to  the N-body program. 
first es t imate  of initial conditions must  now come f r o m  an external  source.  
One such source may of course  still be the old Interplanetary Tra j ec to ry  
P r o g r a m  (Program I) when it is stopped jus t  before  it goes into the N-body 
subroutine 
The 
The modification of the differential cor rec t ion  procedure consis ts  
essentially of limiting the magnitude of the velocity correct ion that is 
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predicted by the inversion of the sensitivity matrix. 
k is defined below; to  date values of . 1 and . 2 have been used successfully a1 
although not enough experience has  been gained to determine a "best" 
(if t h e r e  is one!). 
required to  find an impacting trajectory,  l a rge r  values may not sufficiently 
reduce the oscil latory behavior of the differential correction. A s  shown in  
F igure  3,  only the magnitude of the predicted velocity correct ion is changed, 
the direction is maintained. 
A "limiting factor"  
Low values of k tend to increase  the number of i terations 
Figure 3. Velocity Diagram 
The modification also l imits the initial velocity to  values grea te r  
than the  escape velocity of the departure planet. 
The modification is described below by a list of symbols, a logic 
d iagram and the pertinent equations. 
L is t  of Symbols 
r 
V 
rad ia l  distance from origin at injection 
velocity at injection, f r o m  two-body est imate  o r  previous 
n-body run, t o  b e  corrected 
rectangular components of velocity 
velocity correction predicted by l inear differentia3 
correct ion procedure 
0 
- 
0 
0 2 .  
(X, y ,  Z )  
A T  
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LOGIC DIAGRAM 
v s v  
0 e sc  
YES 
= V  t A T  
0 0 
A v ~  KV NO 
0 
I 
Let h V  = K V  
__."__ . 
A v ; ~  K V  
0 
NC 
I A V m  from eq ( l '  I - 
Let VI = 1.005V 
e s c  I 
m 
1 A vm f r o m  eq. (2 )  
I A T  f r o m  eq. (1) m 
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3 . 3  Computations of Sensitivity Coefficients 
In P rogram I (the Interplanetary Trajectory P rogram)  the sensitivity 
coefficients a r e  computed by perturbation of the initial conditions; a 3 x 3 
sensitivity matrix is computed between position components at  the end of 
t ra jec tory  and velocity components at the  beginning. In P r o g r a m  111 the  
sensitivity coefficients a r e  obtained by integrating the equations of variation 
along the trajectory.  
of position and velocity components at some t ime with respec t  to  changes 
in position and velocity components at the initial time. 
of the 6 x 6 mat r ix  at the final time is used in  the differential correct ion 
The sensitivity coefficients denote the rate of change 
A 3 x 3 submatrix 
procedure; the complete 6 x 6 mat r ix  may  a l so  be printed out a t  the integration 
intervals  of the nominal trajectory.  
In the computation of the sensitivity coefficients advantage is  taken 
of the doubling and halving procedure of integration. Because of this,  the 
gravity gradients a r e  available at  the beginning, the midpoint and the end 
of the integration interval, 
coefficients with e r r o r s  proportional to the fifth power of the integration 
interval. 
This resul ts  i n  a computation of the sensitivity 
Let the equations of motion be represented  by .. - 
r = - v d  cy, t) 
where d is the gravitational potential of N bodies. 
vector on the nominal t ra jectory,  r the position vector of a variation 
Let  be the position n - 
t ra jectory.  The equations of variation are then 
.. .. .. r 
or ,  expanded, 
6 G = G  6 t G  6 t G  6 x x x  x y y  x z z  
6y = G  y x 6 x t G y y  6 y t G  yz 6 z 
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-a2g (r , t )  
a y  ax 
n - a 2 d ( r  , t )  
2 XY a x  
n , etc. , G  = with Gxx = 
This  i s  a set  of l inear  second order  equations .. - 
6 r = G(t)  6; ( 3 )  
The G.. a r e  the components of the gravity gradient tensor ;  they a r e  evaluated 
on the nominal t ra jectory a s  follows. 
1J 
The gravitational potential is given by - 
2 2 r 
j f k  
k r 
(4) 
where the f i r s t  t e r m  represents  the ear th  potential (including the second 
harmonic) and the second t e r m  the N-body potential. The  notation is 
r = distance f r o m  ear th  center 
k 
r = earth radius 
e 
r 
1 = k M, M i s  m a s s  of ear th  
= distance to center of body j 
j 
2 
k 
= kL M M. is  m a s s  of body j 5 j' J 
J = f i r s t  oblateness constant 
z 
By differentiation of (4) the  components of the gravity gradient a r e  
= position coordinate paral le l  to ear th ' s  axis of rotation. 
obtained 
2 2  
N 
The summation signs C stand for  C 
j j = l  
Since the positions on the nominal t ra jectory a r e  available at th ree  points of 
the integration interval (because of the doubling and halving procedure),  the 
gravity gradient is also available at t h ree  points, 
If 2 is the vector 1 6 r, 1 , equation ( 3 )  can be writ ten a s  
0 - 
X = F(t)X 
with 
F = O  I 
I G  01 
( 5 )  
Here  I is the 3 x 3 unit matrix, 0 is the 3 x 3 null mat r ix  and G is the 
gravity gradient matrix. 
If six solutions of equ. (4) a r e  obtained at some t ime t with the 1 
init ial  conditions taken a s  
2 3  
Z(t ) = 
0 
and column wise a r ranged  in  a matrix, the result ing matrix is the sensitivity 
represents  the relation between position and velocity deviations at t 1 and to: 
I 
where 
1 
a x  
a x  
0 
a Y 1  
a x  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
a x  
- ---  
a YO 
F o r  a t ime t equation (7) gives 2' 
- 
thus %(t2) = H H X (to) 2, 1 1 , o  
= H  H 
2, 1 1 , o  H 2 9 0  
and 
By continuing this procedure, the chain ru le  f o r  sensitivity ma t r i ces  follows 
1 
= F H  H H  i, i-1 
- - -  = H  H 
n ,o  n,n-1 n-1,n-2 2 , l  l , o  i=n 
H 
This suggests that  the sensitivity matrix f o r  a n  a r b i t r a r y  time interval 
can be computed by multiplying the sensit ivity m a t r i c e s  for  a number of 
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subintervals. As convenient subintervals, the integration intervals  of the 
nominal t ra jec tory  may be chosen. 
during an integration interval ( for  instance the value a t  the midpoint), simple 
expressions follow for the H covering that interval, but the e r r o r s  a r e  pro-  
portional to the third power of the interval. Better expressions (result ing 
in e r r o r s  proportional to the fifth power of the interval)  are found by using 
the fourth o rde r  Runge-Kutta formula. For i t s  use  three  values of G a r e  
needed, a t  the beginning, the midpoint and the end of the interval. If the 
doubling and halving procedure is used for  the integration of the t ra jectory,  
these th ree  values of G a r e  available. 
equation is first writ ten as a matr ix  equation 
If a constant value of G is assumed 
Applying this t o  equation (5), that  
To  integrate this  equation for  a t ime s tep A t  = t 
formula is applied as follows. 
- t the Runge-Kutta n t l  n’ 
cxj , t=t n Let [ X I  n 
1 
let a l so  F = F(tn), F1/2 = F( t  t 7 A t ) ,  F = F( t  t A t ) ,  
0 n 1 n 
then K1 = F [ X I  A t  
0 n 
‘ 1  1 
K 2 = F  I E t T K I I L X I  n A t =  F 1 / 2  [ I t F  0 , ? A t I C X ]  n At 1 / 2  
F L A t l [ X l  At 1 = Fl/2[I  F l /z ,  7 A t  F l / 2  0 2 n 
and K =F1 [ I t K  ] [ X I  A t  = 
4 3 n 
A t t < / 2 * 2 A t  1 2  t F 2  F o z 4 t  1 3  I C X I  A t .  1 / 2  1 / 2  0 n =F.  h t F  1 
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3 2 
2 At"  2 2 At" 
4- ( = l / 2  =o F l / 2  +F 1F1/2) 6 f ~ F l / 2 F o t F 1 F l / 2 ) 1 2  
4 
f F 1 F 1 / 2  2 F o -1 24 [ X  n 1 
o r  c X I  - E   x! 
n t  1 n t l ,  n n 
(11) 
is  the "incremental" sensitivity matrix f r o m  t to t If 
n ni-1' 
where H 
equation (6) is substituted in ( l o ) ,  the  following expressions r e su l t  fo r  the 
submatr ices  of the partitioned sensitivity ma t r ix  H n t l ,  n' 
n t l ,  n 
Let 
Then 
HI = I t  (G t 2G1/ 0 
2 
At t G  )6 
A t3 H2 = I A t  t G l I 2  7 
At2 At4 
H 4 = I t ( 2 C  1/2  t G l ) T  G1 G l / z  24 
J 
In the computation of the sensitivity matrix H by continued product ,  
interval  is c a r r i e d  out with [ X3 i = I, 
n, 0 th  as in equ. (8), the integration for  the i 
the unit matrix. 
this report .  If H 
initial condition fo r  the ith interval would be [ X I . ,  the resu l t  of all previous 
integrations. 
This  method i s  used in  the computer program descr ibed in 
were  to be computed by continuous integration, the 
n, 0 
1 
Because of the l inearity of the equations of variation the two 
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processes  are precisely equivalent with respec t  to the truncation e r r o r o  
the build up of round off e r r o r  they behave differently, although it is not 
immediately obvious that either one is inferior to the other. To reduce 
the influence of roundoff e r r o r  a l l  computations are done in  double precision. 
In 
Expressions f o r  the truncation e r r o r s  of a single integration s tep 
may be derived by carrying out a few steps of the Peano-Baker method, 
using a Taylor s e r i e s  expansion for the gravity gradient matrix G. The 
resu l t  may be compared with the expressions obtained by substituting Taylor 
expansions fo r  G and G in equ. (12). If is  defined as the exact 
solution minus the computed solution, the truncation e r r o r s  for  the sub- 
1 / 2  1 
ma t r i ces  of H a r e  n t l ,  n 
G t- 1 '  G G t- G & ) A t 5  1 720 o 240 o o 120 o o 
o t L G j A t 5  120 o 
0 0  0 0  
3 
G t -  1 "  G G  + -  G e; ) A t 5  € 4  720 o 120 o o 240 o o 
The program can print  out the incremental  as well as the total  
sensitivity matrix at every  t ra jectory pr int  outo The final sensitivity matrix 
is a l so  printed out, together with its "theoretical" inverse,  io e., the matrix 
obtained by rearranging the components of the sensitivity matrix according to  
T 
H- l  = 
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4. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
This section outlines the operational procedures  for  the three  decks. 
The Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P r o g r a m  is P r o g r a m  I, the N-Body P r o g r a m  
with the ground t r ace  feature and optional output conversion is P r o g r a m  11, 
and the N-Body P r o g r a m  with sensitivity coefficients is P r o g r a m  111. 
program is completely described in each section so that there  need be no 
c r o s s  refzrezcing frcm cne par t  nf the repor t  tn another when setting up a 
job. 
showing the main programs a s  they request input and ca l l  for subroutines. 
Each 
Included in each section a r e  the FORTRAN statements for the 3 decks 
The following listings of input data show cer ta in  values f o r  the con- 
stants (gravitational constant, radius and m a s s  of the ear th ,  oblateness 
constant). The values have been chosen to conform with those which a r e  
presently in use at  J. P. L; they differ therefore f rom the constants which 
were recommended in re ferences  1 and 2. 
in this repor t  have been run with different values. 
which a r e  the basis for the values in the input l ist ings are: 
Also, the sample problems listed 
The J.P. L. constants 
8 
1AU = 1.49599 x 10 k m  
2 3 2 
k ME = 398603.2 k m  / sec  
= 6378. 165 k m  (ea r th  equatorial  radius)  
-3  RE 
J = 1.62345 x 10 (oblateness constant) 
Gene r a1 Operating Procedure  
A. Input Format  
The format for input is as follows. Ca rd  columns ( cc )  1 through 72 
may  be used. 
F denotes floating point numbers  and the X ,  fixed point numbers  (Integers).  
The numbers  on each card  a r e  to be separated by commas  and the las t  
charac te r  on each card  must  be an as te r i sk .  
description in  this section, there  is a sample case  with input data  included 
in the proper format. 
of numbers:  
The f i r s t  charac te r  on a data  ca rd  mus t  be an F o r  an X. The 
At the end of each program 
A sample input data ca rd  might have the following se t  
* 
e. g. F1. 75, 3.4E-O6,X20,F. 008 
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B. 
(1)  Card  1 (optional) 
Deck Make-up (Monitor Control Ca rds )  
This  is an ID card.  Columns 1 and 2 contain a s t e r i sks  and 
columns 3-16 a r e  available for the p r o g r a m m e r ' s  name. 
(2)  Ca rd  2 (optional) 
The next c a r d ( s )  a r e  used to notify the operator  i f  any 
additional tapes  are to be mounted fo r  the run. 
an ephemer is  tape must  be mounted on B-6. 
contain dollar signs ($$), CC5 contains the number 1;  ( i f  two 
tapes  had to be used, the second c a r d  would have the number 2 
in CC5). 
CC7-16 contain the l ib rary  number of the tape(s )  to be used. 
CC20-22 a r e  used to indicate the number of the par t icular  
tape drive.  
s ame  as CC5. 
In our  case ,  
CC1 and 2 
CC78-79 i s  for a sequence number and are the 
(3)  Ca rd  3 (must  be included) 
Card  #3 has  a $ sign in CC1 and the word EXECUTE in CC2-8. 
CC16-17 contain F 2  (indicating FORTRAN 11). 
(4) Card  4 (must  be included) 
Card  #4 has  an  as te r i sk  in CC1 and in CC7-9, the l e t t e r s  XEQ. 
(5 )  Ca rd  5 (must  be included) 
Card  #5 is placed directly behind the binary deck and direct ly  
in front of the input data. 
have the word DATA. 
Card  6 (must  be included) 
C1 has  an a s t e r i sk  and CC7-10 
(6)  
This is an  end of file card and is the last ca rd  on the job deck. 
It has  a multiple 7, 8 punch in CC1. 
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T h u s ,  t he  deck  m a k e  u p  is  as fol lows:  
CARD COLUMN NUMBERS 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  11 12 13  14 15 16 17  18  19 2 0 - - - -  78 79 80 
C a r d  
N u m b e r  
I1 $ $  1 A2 9 6  0 7 
I11 $ E X E C U T E  
IV :;< X E Q  
.I. V -8- D A T A  
V I  7 
8 
30 
0 1  
F 2  
GENERAL OPERATING NOTES FOR THE 3 PROGRAMS 
1. Tapes Used 
All tapes used in normal  FORTRAN System. 
Posit ion Tables Tape. 
Tape B-6, Planet  
2.  Sense Switches 
Sense Switch 1 is  the only switch tested. 
w i l l  be printed on-line a s  w e l l  as on tape A-3. 
be repositioned a t  any time. 
p r  inte r board. 
In the down position, output 
The sense switch may  
Print ing on line uses  the Share No. 2 
3. Ca rd  Deck 
Normal FORTRAN System deck set-up with input cases  following. 
Operation is initiated by the FORTRAN System. 
4. s tops  
a. All FORTRAN stops. 
be Stops of form HTR-’. 
caused by overflow. 
machine e r r o r  o r  input e r r o r .  
HPR 77777 - E r r o r  in two-body solution. 
.I 
These a r e  double precision subroutine stops 
Experience has  shown these to be due to  
c. 
4.1 PROGRAM1 
Three  types of runs  may be made with the Interplanetary Trajectory 
P rogram:  
1 e Interplanetary trajectory 
2. 
3. N-body t ra jectory.  
Determination of initial configuration angle, 
The required information is listed for each type of run,  along with the c o r r e -  
sponding computer output. Also included is a description of the FORTRAN I1 
input-routine to be used with the program. 
.*. 
“*TO begin processing another case when machine has  stopped, manually 
8’ 
t r ans fe r  to 171 
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4.1.1 COMPUTER INPUT 
This section l i s t s  the computer input required fo r  the th ree  types of 
problems which may  be run with the Interplanetary Tra jec tory  P rogram.  
These a re :  
Type 1 Interplanetary t ra jectory - Computation of t ra jec tory  with 
differential correction procedure f rom t r ip  t ime , departure  date,  
a n d  rni-ta -*.- -VUIV. 
Type 2 Determination of initial configuration angle - Computation of 
f rom t r ip  t ime and departure date. 
to run type 1 if the angle d has not been determined by hand 
computation in o rde r  to find the required route. 
N-body t ra jectory - Computation of t ra jectory f rom initial position 
and velocity, including midcour se  correct ion capability. 
This  problem is run pr ior  
Type 3 .  
All decimal input i s  read  by a modified DBC FORTRAN subroutine 
An (x) following the field number in which accepts variable length fields. 
the following listings indicates a fixed point variable. 
floating point variables. 
TYPE 1. 
All other  inputs a r e  
INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY 
FORTRAN 
Symbols 
Read Statement 1 
Field 1 (x)  
Read Statement 2 
Field 1 
2 
3 (4 
4 (4 
NTYPE 
TT 
DJD 
ND 
NT 
code digit for  type of run  = 1 
T t r ip  t ime , hours  
t date of departure ,  days f r o m  
beginning of tape (table -days) 
code digit for departure  planet 
code digit for destination planet 
S 
3 2  
Read Statement 3 
Field 1 (x)  NR 
4 
5 (4 
6 
7 
Read Statement 4 
Field 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
NJ( 1) 
EC(I) 
GEE 
KIT 
DT 
DPHI 
B LE 
G E L  
RO 
G(1) 
WTE 
WTV 
RADE 
NR 
e 
i 
qi 
K 
AT 
A d  
L 
r 
k2 
0 
M 
@ 
m 
st: e 
V 
number of routes  to be designated 
( see  note 1) 
_- 
IUK se i s  01 dais, car;li set cfiiiiposed 
of the next two fields 
code digit of the route 
initial es t imate  of the eccentricity 
( see  note 2 )  
initial es t imate  of the rat io  a / r  1 
number of i terations before 
attempting next route 
allowable tolerance on t r i p  t ime,  
hours  
allowable tolerance on vehicle 
t rave l  angle,  degrees  
launch site latitude, degrees  ( 0  for 
non-Earth departure)  
launch site longitude, degrees  ( 0  for  
non-Earth departure)  
burnout radius ,  statute mi les  
gravitational constant = 2.959 122 1 
x l o w 4 ,  ( radians/day)  
m a s s  of the Ea r th  = 3.0034424 x 10 
solar  m a s s  units 
2 
-6  
, 
mass of vehicle, solar mass units 
equatorial  radius  of the Ea r th  = 
.42635078 x A. U. 
Note 1: One or more  of the six possible routes  may  be designated as input in 
preferent ia l  o rder .  
is not dLLdiIied -wi th  2ii)i of these ro r ; tes ,  the r e ~ z i x ~ i ~ ~ g  r n n t e s  w i l l  aiitomatically 
be attempted by the computer. 
Note 2: 
as input a r e  0. 5 for  elliptic routes and 1 .  5 for hyperbolic routes.  
If af ter  K iterations for  each route a successful  t ra jec tory  
The initial eccentr ic i t ies ,  ei ,  used for routes  which a r e  not designated 
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8 OBJ 
Read Statement 5 
Field 1 
2 
3 
Read Statement 6 
Field 1 (x) 
EMAX 
GMAX 
SMAX 
NC KE 
MSDT 
3 (x) MET 
NOUT 
NOSW 
J '  oblateness constant for the Ear th  = 
JM %2 = 8.8632361 x 
(so& mass units,  A.U. 2 ) 
D 
D 
maximum distance f rom Ear th ,  A. U. 
maximum distance f r o m  target ,  A. U. 
1 max  
2 max 
maximum distance f rom Sun, A. U. 
3 max 
D 
n 
control digit indicating computing 
scheme,  0 = Cowell, 1 = Encke 
control digit indicating selection of 
integration t ime step interval,  0 = 
doubling and halving procedure 
1 = th ree  fixed At ' s  
control digit indicating whether 
computing scheme (Cowell, Encke) 
is to be switched, 0 = re tain original 
scheme,  1 = switch schemes on tes t  
print digit n indicates print  every  n 
integrations 
control digit,  0 = re tain init ial  origin,  
1 = switch origins on t e s t  
Read Statement 7 (used only i f  Field 2 of Read Statement 6 is 0) 
initial A t ,  hours  
maximum A t ,  hours  
i 
max 
Field 1 DTOR A t  
2 DTMAX A t  
3 EP 1 € value to t e s t  accuracy of integration, 
A. U. 
Read Statement 8 (used only i f  Field 2 of Read Statement 6 is 1)  
Field 1 DTA A t  within 3 rad i i  of origin,  hours 
A t  within 100 rad i i  of origin,  hours  
A t  
A t 2  
A t 3  
2 DTB 
3 DTC 100 rad i i  f r o m  origin,  hours  
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Read Statment 9 
Field 1 (x) NBD the number of bodies other than 
the Ea r th  to be included in the 
study (the E a r t h  is always 
included) 
Nb 
Read Statement 10 
N s e t s  of data ,  each including 
b 
Field l(x) NB (I)  
2 WT (1) 
3 RAD (I )  
code digit of body 
mass of body, so la r  mass units 
radius  of body, A. U. 
TYPE 2. 
DETERMINATION O F  INITIAL CONFIGURATION ANGLE 
Read Statement 1 
Field l (x)  NTYPE 2 code digit for  type of run 
Read Statement 2 
date of depar ture ,  days f rom 
beginning of tape (table -day) 
S 
Field 1 D J D  t 
2 T T  T t r ip  t ime ,  hours  
3 (x) ND 
4 (x) NT 
TYPE 3. 
code digit for  depar ture  planet 
code digit for  destination planet 
N -BODY TRAJECTORY 
Read Statement 1 
Field l (x )  NTYPE 3 code digit for type of run  
Read Statement 2 
gravitational constant = 2.959 122 1 
x 10-4 j  !ra.dians/day) 
mass of E a r t h  = 3. 0034424 x 10  
so la r  mass units 
2 
Field 1 G9 1) kZ 
- 6  
, 
@ 
2 WTE M 
35 
3 RADE 
4 WTV 
5 O B J  
Ezad St;tcrr,cnt 3 
Field 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Read Statement 4 
Field 1 (x) 
EMAX 
GMAX 
SMAX 
TMAX 
TO 
NCKE 
MSDT 
MET 
NOUT 
NOSW 
NMC 
Rdi e 
m 
V 
J '  
equatorial  radius  of the Ea r th  = 
.42635078 x A. U. 
m a s s  of the vehicle, solar  mass 
units 
oblateness constant for the Ear th  = 
JM R 2  = 8.8632361 x ( so la r  
m a s s  units)  (A.U.)  @ @  2 
maximum distance f rom Ear th ,  A. U. 
maximum distance f rom target ,  A. U. 
maximum distance f rom Sun, A. U. 
Dl  max  
2 m a x  
3 max 
D 
D 
T t r ip  t ime,  hours  
t date of departure ,  hours  f r o m  Jan. 
1960, Oh UT 
S 
control digit indicating computing 
scheme,  0 = Cowell, 1 = Encke 
control digit indicating selection of 
integration t ime step interval ,  0 = 
doubling and halving procedure,  1 = 
three fixed At ' s  
control digit indicating whether com-  
puting scheme (Cowell, Encke) is to 
be switched 
0 = re tain original scheme 
1 = switch schemes on tes t  
n print  digit n indicates print every  n 
integrations 
control digit,  0 = re tain initial origin,  
1 = switch origins on tes t  
number of midcourse correct ions NM 
Read Statement 5 (used only i f  Field 2 of Read Statement 4 is 0) 
Field 1 DT At .  init ial  A t ,  hours  
1 
maximum A t ,  hours  m a x  2 DTMAX At  
3 D P  1 € value to t e s t  accuracy of integration, 
A. U. 
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Read Statement 6 (used only if Field 2 of Read Statement 4 is  1) 
Field 1 
2 
Read Statement 7 
Field 1 (x)  
Read Statement 8 
Field 1 (x)  
2 
3 
Read Statement 9 
Field 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A t  within 3 radi i  of origin,  hours 
At  > 100 radi i  f rom origin,  hours  
A t l  
A 5 
DTA 
DTB 
number of bodies other than the 
Ea r th  to be included in the study 
(Ea r th  i s  always included) 
code digit for  origin planet 
code digit for  destination planet 
Nb 
N 
NEWORG 
NTARG 
N 
NB(I) code digit of body 
WT(I) m a s s  of body, so la r  m a s s  units 
RAD( I)  radius  of body, A. U. 
s e t s  of data ,  each including b 
P M (  1 
P M (  2 
P M (  3 
P M (  4 
P M (  5) 
P M (  6 )  
Read Statement 10 (used only if Fi 
Field 1 SIMC 
2 FMC 
3+ WVMC 
position coordinates with 
respec t  to origin a t  burnout, A . U .  
Z I 
0 
velocity components with respec t  
to origin at  burnout, A . U .  /hour 
Id 6 of Read Statement 4 is not 0) 
I specific impulse,  seconds 
SP 
m m a s s  flow, lb  / s e c  
m mass of vehicle, l b  
m 
V m 
se ts  of data,  each including 
NM 
time of midcourse correct ion 
application, hours  f rom s t a r t  of 
t r i p  
T M  4 PPM(1)  
rl. -6- 
Not necessar i l ly  equal to Field 4 of Read Statement 2.  
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5 
6 
7 
PP L( I) A t  burning t ime,  seconds 
QWI)  (Y component of angle between OV 
and velocity vector in t ra jectory 
plane degrees  
Q U I )  P component of angle between A V  
and velocity vector normal  to 
t ra jectory plane , degrees  
P lane tary  Code Digits: 
0 Ea r th  
1 SUn 
2 Moon 
3 Mercury 
4 Venus 
Route Code Digits: 
1 Route D 
2 Route P 
3 Route A 
4 Route I 
DH 
pH 
5 Route 
6 Route 
4 .1.2 COMPUTER OUTPUT 
TYPE 1. 
5 Mars  
6 Jupiter 
7 Saturn 
8 Uranus 
9 Neptune 
(d i rec t )  
(perihelion) 
(aphelion) 
( indirect)  
(d i rec t  hyperbolic) 
( perihelion hyperbolic ) 
INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY 
Normally, output w i l l  be obtained f r o m  each major  section of the 
program as follows: 
A. Heliocentric Transfer  Analysis 
1. 
2. q; the ra t io  a / r  
The eccentricity of the t r ans fe r  orbit  
1 
B. Departure Analysis 
1. Exact burnout t ime,  hours  f r o m  beginning of tape 
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2 .  
3. 
Position coordinates a t  burnout; A. U. 
Velocity components at  burnout; A. U. /hour 
C. N-body Integration P r o g r a m  
The following information is printed-out af ter  every  n integration 
s teps ,  where n is an input-control parameter  
1. 
2 .  
3.  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 ,  
8. 
9. 
10. 
Flight t ime,  hours f r o m  s ta r t  of t ra jectory 
Table t ime,  hours f r o m  beginning of tape 
Time increment of integration s tep,  hours  
Planetary code digit of body a t  the origin 
AcceleraLion components of the vehicle with respect  to the origin,  
A. U. /hr'  
Velocity components of the vehicle with respect  to the origin,  
A. U. / h r  
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to the origin,  
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to the Ea r th ,  
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to the ta rge t ,  
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to the Sun, A 
D, Differential Correct ion Analysis 
1. Modified initial velocity components at  burnout, A. U. / h r  
A. U. 
A. U. 
A, U. 
U. 
All t imes  a r e  expressed in hours and distances in astronomical units. 
Posit ion,  Velocity, and acceleration components a r e  expressed in a rectangular 
coordinate system, referenced to the equatorial  plane and mean equinox of 
1950. 0 
TYPE 2. 
DETER MTNAT IO N 0 F INITIAL CONFIGURATION ANGLE 
1. T r i p  t ime,  days 
2.  Initial configuration angle, degrees  
TYPE 3. 
N-BODY TRAJECTORY 
The following information is printed out af ter  every n integration s teps ,  
where n is an input-control parameter.  
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Flight time, hours  f rom start of t ra jec tory  
Table t ime,  hours f rom beginning of tape 
Time increment of integration step,  hours  
Planetary code digit of body at the origin 
Acceleration components of the vehicle with respec t  to the origin,  
A. U. / h r2  
Velocity components of the vehicle with respec t  to  the origin,  
A. U. ihr  
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to the origin,  A.U. 
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to the Ear th ,  A.U. 
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to the ta rge t ,  A.U. 
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to the Sun, A.U. 
The following information is printed out af ter  every  midcour s e  correction. 
1. Mass of the vehicle before correct ion,  lb  
2. Mass  of the vehicle af ter  correct ion,  l b  m 
3. 
m 
Change in velocity components with respec t  to origin due to  
correction, A. U. / h r  
Velocity components of vehicle with respec t  to origin after correct ion,  
A. U. /h r  
4. 
4 ,1 ,3  SAMPLE PROBLEM 
PROGRAM I 
(Int e r planetary T r a j ector y Program)  
Mars  to Earth Trajectory 
CARD # 
1 X l *  
2 F5760.0, 1776.0, X5,0* 
3 X1, 1, F O .  2300, 0.8500, X30, F O .  10, lo’% 
4 
5 F. 4266363-04,8.86093923- 18* 
FO. 0,O. 0,2500.0,2.959122083E-04,2.9991123E-06, 0. O* 
6 F60 0 ;  60 0, 8. O* 
7 XO, 0, 0, 25, O* 
8 FO. 25,32.O, 4.OE-09* 
40 
9 X W  
10 X5, F3.23258453-07,2.26E-Q5>k 
11 X1, F1 .0 ,4 .6553-03* 
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N E O C Y  qRAJECBCFEY 
6 E N 8 R A t  ELECZRIC C Q o  
Bk0S.Y.B. 
SiTARTING I*ABCE TIME = 42636.600 
O R i G I N  IS BOOY 5 MASS = 3.232584E-07 
OESBIKAliON IS BODY 0 MASS f 2o999112E-06 
wss aF VEHICLE = 0. 
%THER 8001E3 ARB- 
6 R W I  T A T i O N A t  CONSTANT = 2.9591226-04 
~~ 
(THE O R I G I N  ISF;LXEO 
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4 3  
n 
0 
2 
(0 
a u 
F z 
w 
3 
0 n cv 
a 
0 
n 
F 
.a .- 
I '  
0 
0 
0 
9 m 
9 
w * 
I) 
2 
2 
m 
c 
u 
c 
0 
II 
IL1 
t 
z 
si$' 
n 
a 
3 
L 
P 
Y 
z 
Y 
2 
4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
a 
U 
n 
n 
U 
A 
U 
- 
- 
a 
n 
Y 
0 
4 
D 
4 
3 
t 
u 
L 
n 
I - 
u 
L 
9 
¶ 
3 
n 
v 
a 
Y 
Ib 
0 
n 
u 
B 
e - 
I '  I 
7-1- 
Ln 
a 
0 
L 
v) 
d 
Lu 
P 
2 
W u 
c( 
0 
0 
0 
a 
N 
n 
I1 c 
e 
A 
Ly 
0 
a 
Ln 
N 
9 
a 
OD 
d 
0, 
U 
.* 
N 
k! 
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c 
Lu 
Q 
4 
b 
0 
In 
cy 
9 
cv 
Q 
N 
N 
n 
Iu 
s 
c. 
0 
I 
I -I 
W d jig 0 
c .* 
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In 
0 
0 
L 
a 
c( 
z 
i! 
V 
0 
0 
0 
a 
N m 
II c 
4 
t- 
J 
w 
0 
In 
N 
9 
0 
OD 
d 
m 
9 
U 
w 
L 
t 
LU 
n 
rr 
a 
IY 
0 
In 
N 
9 
N 
QD 
al 
)I 
W 
0 
m 
a 
I 
I- - 
I Il 
l"i" 
I I  I 
n 
a 
3 
2? 
n 
Y 
+I 
L 
&I 
3 
- 
i 
N 
9 
0 
0 
0 
II 
U 
A 
Ly 
P 
c 
c 
0 
0 
0 
a 
9 
P m 
m 
.* 
I 
w 
L 
m 
c 
w 
a. 
Q 
b! 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
f- 
m 
II 
UJ a 
I 
I- 
0 
U 
W In 
0 
u a 
u 
> 
a 
7-1- 
LLL 
L 
e 
0 
w 
U 
a 
n 
UJ 
B 
U 
4.1.4 LISTING 
This  listing i s  the main program for  PROG # l o  No subroutines a r e  
included since it is he re  included to  a s s i s t  in setting up job decks. 
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m 
a 
x 
L 
W 
rJ xl 
0 
> a 
0 
X 
m 
W 
I 
W 
0 
I- 
e 
e 
e 
e 
a 
r 
., 
w 
0 
U 
Y, 
W 
0 
0 
U a 
UJ 
0 
cn 
W 
0 
0 
U 
'A 
J 
'0 
0 
W 
W 
W 
J 
0 
U 
3J 
J 
?3 
e 
r 
L 
I 
e 
A 
e 
a 
n 
e 
a 
4 
P 
0 
U 
P 
cn 
h a 
Q: 
e 
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U 
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.I 
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CJ 
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e 
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r 
* 
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t 
U 
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N 
9 
N 
0 
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N 
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I 
I- o 
IJ 
Y, 
6 
ct w 
I\ 
9 
I a 
I' 
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N 
0 
3 
0 
c 
v 
I- 
n 
c 
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4: 
l- 
c 
r 
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m 
hl 
t- 
CL 
9 
a3 
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t- 
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I1 
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4 
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Y 
0 
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OI 
IC 
N 
c 
0 * 
a 
1 
n 
l- 
C 
fl 
c 
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\ 
c 
1 
< . 
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t- 
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II 
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z -  
c It z 
O J  
o\ 
cy 
N 
c( 
v a  
5 3  
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m 
IC 
m 
z 
N 
N 
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“ 
I O  u c  
3 0  a 0  
a .  
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4.2 PROGRAM II 
This  program is a modification of the N-body subroutine in  Deck # le  
Vehicle ground t r aces  (i. e. longitude, latitude), the cent ra l  angle, and the 
elevation and azimuth of the velocity vector a r e  given. Also the option is 
available f o r  having positions, velocities and acceleration in units of AU, 
2 
AU/HR,  AU/HR' o r  MILES, FT/SEC, FT/SEC 
4.2.1 COM-PUTTER INPUT 
N-BODY TRAJECTORY 
Read Statement 1 
FORTRAN 
Symbols 
Field 1 (x) KGT code digit to  determine whether o r  not 
ground t r a c e s  a r e  to be computed. 
(1 = yes ;  0 = no)* 
2 (x) KLMS code digit t o  determine units of output 
(1 -+ output in miles ,  f t / s ec  and f t / s e c  ; 
@ 4 output in AU, AU/hr, AU/hr ) 
2 
2 
Read Statement 2 (used only if field 2 of read  statement 1 is = 1 )  
Field 1 CONVl conversion factor  f r o m  AU to  mi l e s  
= 9.2956509Et07 
2 CONV2 conversion fac tor  f r o m  AU/hr to  f t / s e c  
= 1.3633621Et08 
2 
3 CONV3 conversion factor  f r o m  AU/hr to  
f t / s e c 2  = 3.7871 170Et04 
These  conversion factors  can  of cour se  be changed to  s u i t  anyone's 
particular needs. 
ki lometers  ra ther  than mi les  o r  A U ,  the proper  conversion factor could be 
read  in a s  CONVl but since KLMS would then = 1, the alphanumeric printout 
of the beginning of the output would s ta te  DISTANCE IS IN MILES, VELOCITY 
IS IN F T  PER SEC, ETC even though this  i s  not the case.  
format  of the output statement. 
If one is interested in obtaining position coordinates in 
This  is due to the 
* 0 = zero 56 
Read Statement 3 (used only if  field 1 of r ead  statement 1 i s  =1) 
Field 1 GHRA 
h Greenwich hour angle at 0 ET 
on the day of departure  in degrees  
and decimals  of a degree 
angular velocity of the ea r th  = 
% . 262516 rad/hour  2 OMGE 
3 TTTO 
h 
tape hours  f r o m  0 ET Jan. 1, 1960 
of the Greenwich hour angle at OhET 
on the day of departure  
Read Statement 4 
Field 1 G( 2) k2 Gravitational constant = 
5.13736473-07 ( rad /hr )2  
2 WTE M the mass of the ear th  = 
3.00344243-06 (solar  m a s s  units) 
SMU 
0 
; the radius  of the ear th  = 2 266363-04 (AU) R 0 3 RADE 
4 WTV m m a s s  of the vehicle (usually zero) 
V solar  mass units 
5 OBJ J' oblateness constant for  the ear th  = 
J M  . R = 8,8609392E-18 SMU(AU)2 
Ql 6 
Read Statement 5 
maximum distance f r o m  Earth,  A. U. 
max 
Dl Field 1 EMAX 
maximum distance f r o m  target, A. U, 
max 
D2 2 GMAX 
maximum distance f r o m  Sun, A. U. 
max D3 
3 SMAX 
4 T MAX T t r i p  t ime, hours 
5 TO t date of departure,  hours f r o m  Jan. 
1960, OhUT S 
Read Statement 6 
Field 1 (x) NCKE contr o l  dig it indicating computing 
scheme, 0 = Cowell, 1 = Encke 
2 (x) MSDT control digit indicating selection of 
integration t ime s tep interval,  0 = 
doubling and halving procedure,  1 = 
t h ree  fixed h t ' s  
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3 (x) MET 
4 (x) NOUT 
5 (x) NOSW 
n 
control digit indicating whether 
computing scheme (Cowell, Encke) 
is to  be switched, 0 = re tain original 
scheme, 1 = switch schemes on t e s t  
print  digit n indicates print every n 
integrations 
control digit, 0 = re tain initial origin, 
1 = switch or igins  on t e s t  
Read Statement 7 (used only if Field 2 of r ead  statement 6 i s  one (1)) 
A t  within 3 rad i i  of origin, hours A Field 1 DTA 
2 DT B A t 2  At  within 100 rad i i  of origin, hours  
3 DT C A t3  A t  100 rad i i  f r o m  origin,  hours  
Read Statement 8 (used only if Field 2 of r ead  statement 6 i s  zero  (0))  
Field 1 DT t initial A t,  hours  
i 
max 
maximum A t, hours 2 DT MAX t 
3 EP1  
Read Statement 9 
Field 1 (x) N 
€ value to t e s t  accuracy of integration, 
A. U, 
number of bodies other than the 
Ear th  to be included in the study 
(Ear th  is always included) 
Nb 
2 ( x )  NEWORG code digit f o r  origin planet 
3 ( x )  NTARG code digit f o r  destination planet 
Read Statement 10 
N se t s  of data, each including 
Field 1 (x) NB(1) 
b 
2 WT(I) 
3 RAD(1) 
Read Statement 11 
code digit of body 
mass of body, solar  m a s s  units 
radius  of body, A.U. 
position coordinates with respec t  
to  or igin at burnout, A. U. 
velocity components with respect  
to  or igin at burnout, A, U. /hour 
The code digits fo r  the planets a r e  a s  follows: 
0 Ear th  5 Mars  
1 I- Siin 6 Jupiter 
2 Moon 7 Saturn 
3 Mercury 8 Uranus 
4 Venus 9 Neptune 
4.2.2 COMPUTER OUTPUT 
Initially (dependent on the input pa rame te r s  KMLS and CONV1, CONV2 
and CONV3) the units of position velocity and acceleration will be stated. 
Then the following information is printed out af ter  every n integration 
steps,  where n i s  an input control parameter  
1. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Flight t ime, hours f r o m  s ta r t  of t ra jec tory  
Table t ime, hours from beginning of tape 
Time increment of integration step, hours  
Planetary code digit of body at the origin 
Acceleration components of the vehicle with respec t  to  the origin, 
in des i red  units 
Velocity components of the vehicle with respec t  to  the origin, in 
des i red  units 
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to  the origin, in 
des i red  units 
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to  the Earth,  in  
des i red  units 
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to  the target ,  in  
de s i r ed  units 
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respec t  to  the Sun, in 
des i red  units 
Then, i f  KGT = 1 
11, 
12. Control angle (Degrees) 
13, 
Ground t r a c e  longitude and latitude (degrees)  
Elevation and aximuth of velocity vector (degrees)  
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4.2.3 SAMPLE PROBLEM 
PROGRAM I1 (N-Body P r o g r a m  with Ground T r a c e s )  
E a r t h  to  Moon Tra j ec to ry  
CARD # 
1 x1,1* 
2 F9.2956509Et7,l .  3633621Et8,. 37871 1694Et5;: 
5 ~ 3 3 6 . 2 7 6 6 , .  262516, 75888. o’k 
4 F5.1373649OE-7,3.00344220E-6, .4266E-4, OeO,8.8609392E-18* 
5 F2.0, 2.0,80.0, 75902.422* 
6 
7 F. 25,2.0,40 O E - l O *  
xo, 0, 0, 1, o* 
8 x2 ,0 ,  2* 
9 XI,  Flo0,4.655E-3* 
10 X2, F3.69420273-8, 1.1625090E-05‘: 
11 F-2.9325021E-06, 3.8733136E-05,2.0975379E-05* 
1 2  F-2.6227989E-04, -2.3734089E-06, -3.39260813-06* 
60 
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STARTING T A B L t  11Plt = 759020r)ZZ 
Dt-ON 15 Bum 2 MASS * 3ob9GTO5E - 08 
HAS3 Ut- VEHRLE = 0. 
t m  OF IN- - 4.uot-1u M-LTA = Z . 0  - 
COWtLL " O D  IS USED 
THE O R G I N  13 I - I X t U  
The next page i s  only the f i r s t  par t  of the run to show the ground t r ace  print, etc. 
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4.2.4 LISTING 
This  listing is the input routine f o r  P r o g r a m  11. N-body MAIN 
is cal led  at the end. 
6 3  

65 
4.3 PROGRAM 111 
This  program is a modification of the N-body subroutine of P r o g r a m  I. 
A complete 6 x 6 differential correct ion ma t r ix  is computed by integration 
and may be printed out with each integration step. 
correct ion procedure (improved over that of P r o g r a m  I) for  the computation 
of inter  plane tar y tr a j  e cto r ie s 
The re  is also a differential 
th  
TI-,.-- A l l ~ L ~  is an uption to print  out at each n integration s tep the incre-  
mental  sensitivity ma t r ix  H and/or  the sensitivity mat r ix  H . 
t , t - A  t t, 0 
The final sensitivity matrix H is always printed out as well as 
t final, 0 
i t s  inverse. This inverse is the "theoretical" inverse,  obtained by rearranging 
the components of H as follows: 
4.3.1 COMPUTER INPUT 
Read Statement 1 
Field 1 (x) KWC 
2 (x) KNOP 
3 ( x )  KNOPP 
4 (x) NOOFT 
Read Statement 2 
Field 1 AK 
k 
66 
control digit for  sensitivity coefficients. 
Lf k = 1, coefficients a r e  computed. 
Lf k = 0,  no Coefficients a r e  computed. 
(Le.  s a m e  as option 2 in deck #l). 
control digit for  intermediate print  
of incremental  sensitivity coefficients. 
The program prints  them after every  
KNOP Integration steps. 
control digit fo r  intermediate print-  
out of total  sensitivity coefficient 
matrix. P r o g r a m  prints  after every  
K N O P P ~ ~  int eg rat ion st e p. 
This  is a dummy number with no 
meaning. Simple set  it equal to  one (1). 
the limiting rat io  of A V f V o .  
3.4 of the r epor t  explains this  in 
detail. 
Section 
Read Statement 3 
Field 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Read Statement 4 
Field 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Read Statement 5 
Field 1 (x) 
G(2) 
WTE 
RADE 
WTV 
OBJ 
EMAX 
GMAX 
SMAX 
TMAX 
TO 
NCKE 
I 2 (x) MSDT 
3 (x) MET 
4 (x) NOUT 
5 (x) NOSW 
k2 
R Ee 
m 
J' 
V 
gravitational constant = 5.13736473-0 I 
( r a d / h r )  
m a s s  ul' Esrth = 3,C!C!34424 x 10 
solar  m a s s  units. 
equatorial radius of the Ear th  = 
.42635078 x A. U. 
m a s s  of the vehicle, solar  m a s s  units 
oblateness constant for  the Ear th  = JM. 
= 8.8632361 x 10-l8,  ( so la r  m a s s  
units) (A. U. ) 
-6 
, 
2 
maximum distance f r o m  Earth,  A , U .  
max Dl 
D2 maximum distance f r o m  target ,  A. U. 
max  
maximum distance f r o m  Sun, A. U. 
max D3 
TO t r i p  t ime,  hours  
t date of departure,  hours  f r o m  Jan. 
S 1960, OhUT 
c ontr ol  digit indicating computing 
scheme, 0 = Cowell, 1 = Encke; 
This must  be = 0 if k = 1 
control digit indicating selection 
of integration t ime s tep interval, 
0 = doubling and halving procedure, 
1 = th ree  fixed A t ' s  
n 
control digit indicating whether 
computing scheme (Cowell, Encke) 
i s  to  be switched, 0 t re ta in  original 
scheme, 1 = switch schemes on t e s t  
print digit n indicates print  every 
9 integrations 
control digit, 0 = re tain initial origin, 
1 = switch origins on t e s t  
67  
Read Statement 6 (If f ie ld  2 of read  statement 5 = 1) 
A t  within 3 rad i i  of origin, hours  
A t within 100 rad i i  of origin, hours  
A t 100 rad i i  f r o m  origin, hours 
A Field 1 DTA 
2 DTB 
3 DT C 
* t2  
A t3  
Read Statement 7 (If field 2 of r ead  statement 5 = 0) 
Field 1 DT A t .  initial A t, hczrs 
1 
maximum A t ,  hours  
max 
2 DT MAX A t  
3 EP1 c value to test accuracy of integration, 
A. U. 
Read Statement 8 
Field 1 (x) N 
2 (x) NEWORG 
3 (x) NTARG 
Read Statement 9 
Nb 
X 
0 
YO 
Z 
0 
number of bodies other than the 
Ea r th  to be included in the study 
(Ear th  is always included) 
code digit for  origin planet 
code digit for  destination planey 
N sets of data, each including 
b 
Field 1 (x) NB(1) code digit of body 
2 WT(I) mass of body, solar  mass units 
3 RAD(1) radius  of body, A.U. 
Read Statement 10 
Field 1 P M (  1) 
2 PM(2)  
3 P W 3 )  
po s ition coordinate s with r e s pect 
to  or igin at burnout, A.U. 
. 
x 
0 
t 3  . 
z 
0 
velocity components with respect  
to or igin at burnout, A. U. /hour 
68 
The planetary code digits a r e  as follows: 
0 Ear th  5 M a r s  
1 Sun 6 Jupiter 
2 Moon 7 Saturn 
3 Mercury 8 Uranus 
4 Venus 9 Neptune 
4 . 3 . 2  COMPUTER OUTPUT 
The following information is printed out af ter  every n integration 
s teps  where n is an input control parameter.  
1. Flight t ime, hours f r o m  s ta r t  of t ra jectory 
2. Table t ime, hours f r o m  beginning of tape 
3. Time increment of integration step, hours 
4. 
5. 
Planetary code digit of body at the origin 
Acceleration components of the vehicle with respect  to  the 
origin, A. U. / h r  
Velocity components of the vehicle with respect  to  the origin, 
A. U. / h r  
Position coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to the origin, A.U. 
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to  the Earth,  A.U. 
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to  the target ,  A.U. 
Posit ion coordinates of the vehicle with respect  to  the Sun, A.U. 
The intermediate printout of the incremental  sensitivity coefficients 
) is determined by Field 2 of read  statement #1, KNOP. 
2 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
(the matrix H 
(This  printout is not shown in the sample output). 
t, t - A  t 
The printout of the sensitivity coefficients over the ent i re  t ra jec tory  is 
controlled by F ie ld  3 of read  statement #1 KNOPP. 
KNOPP = 1 since we get the mat r ix  at  each step. 
On the sample output 
The form is standard; e.g. 
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a x  
a x  
ax 
aYO 
0 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ax 
a i  - 
0 0 
a ' z  I 
a Y  
a x  
0 
0 0 0  
a ;  
a x  
0 0  
D 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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4.3.3 SAMPLE I N P U T  
pgCGEAM III (r\T-Rncrly P r o g r a m  v with Sensitivity Coefficients) 
Earth to Moon Tra jec tory  
CARD # 
1 X1, 500, 1, 1::: 
3 F5. 1373653-07, 2.99911263-6,. 4266E-4,0,8.8609392E-18': 
4 F1. 0, 1.0, 1. 1, 56. 6816, 62163. 147::: 
5 xo, 0, 0, 1,o::: 
6 F. 25, 2. 0, 4. 00E-10': 
7 
8 
9 
10 
x 2 , 0 , 2  
X1, F1.0, 4. 6553-3': 
X2, F3.68215133-8, 1. 16253-5': 
-1.4158093E-05,3.7906955E-05, 1.76474653-05 
11 -2.51249083-04, -4.85512503-05, -6.27862913-05 
This  run  is not shown in  its entirety.  
last few lines are  h e r e  included f o r  the sake of brevity. 
Only the f irst  few l ines  of output and the 
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4.3.4 LISTING 
This i s  the listing f o r  P rogram I11 with the n-body calling 
seq.ciences zr-c! the rlifferential correction routine. 
79 
80 
I F  (KWC) 50&t 50 
50 CONTINUE 
ERASE KNOPCIKNOPPC 
A L  X=-G ( 2 ) *OB J 
' NOOFK*NOOFT 
00 9 I s 1 . N  
N B X ( I ) = N B ( I )  
X W T X ( I ) = k T ( I )  
X R A D X ( I ) = R A D ( I )  
K T T = I + l  
9 CONTINUE 
N B X (  K T T  1 = O  
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~  ERASE RARBMtRARBL.RBRBMrRBRBLtRCRBMtRCRBLsRDRBMtRDRBL 
DO 2 4  Is113 
24 CONTINUE 
5 1  CONTINUE 
ERASE T 
C A L L  S E T 1  
G*-G( 2 1 
C A L L  T I T L E  
11 C A L L  ORGN 
KK=67 
NBT=NBT 
12 C A L L  NBOCY 
ERASE NOT,NORGIPL,SL(~)~SL(~).SL(~) 
I F  ( T E M )  12.2, 12 
I F ( E R R ) 5 5 , 2 , 5 5  9 tes 7 Go L. wm e hGT 
55 IF (KWC)52.53 .52  
52 CONTINUE 
C SET UP INVERSE M A T R I X  
DO 60 1-193 
DO 59 J t l t 3  
T R A R I ( I t J ) t R D R B n ( J I I )  
TRBR I ( 1 9  J )+-RBRBM( 3, I 1 
TRCR I ( I t 3  )+-RCRBH( J. I 
I nun g t A 9 Y -+--...-. . . -. - * 1 =D A R  RM -1.1 ) 
59 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
WOT 10.230 
WOT 1 0 ~ 2 3 1 ~ ~ R A R B ~ ~ t r J ~ ~ I ~ l ~ 3 ~ r ~ R 8 R B ~ ~ l r J ~ t J ~ l r 3 ~  
HOT 1 , 0 ~ 2 3 1 ~ ( R A R B M ( 2 t I ) , I ' l r 3 ) , ( R B R B M ( Z ~ J ) , J I l ~ 3 )  
WOT 1 0 ~ 2 3 1 ~ ~ R A R 8 M ~ 3 ~ I ~ t I f l r 3 ~ ~ ~ R B R B M ~ 3 ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ 3 ~  
8 1  
WOT 1 0 t 2 3 1 t ~ R C R B M ~ 3 t I ~ r I S 1 1 3 ~ ~ ~ R D R B M ~ 3 t J ~ t J ~ l ~ 3 ~  
WOT 10,232 
WOT 1 0 t 2 3 l t ~ T R A R I ~ l t I ~ t I ~ l ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ l R 8 R I ~ l t J ~ r J f L t 3 ~  
WOT 1 0 t 2 3 l t ( T R A R I ( 3 r I ) t I ~ l t 3 ~ t ( T R B R I ( 3 t J ~ t J ~ l t 3 ~  
WOT 1 0 t 2 3 l t ~ T R C R I ~ l t I l t I ~ l t 3 ~ t ~ l R D R I ~ l t J ~ t J ~ l t 3 ~  
WOT 1 0 t 2 3 1 t ~ T R C R I ~ 2 t I ~ t I I 1 , 3 ~ t ~ T R D R I ~ 2 t J ~ t J ~ l t 3 ~  
WOT 1 O t 2 3 1 t ( T R C  R I  (3. I) t I ~ l t 3 )  ( T R D R I  ( 3  t J ) r J = l t 3 )  
9
53 C O N T I N U E  
N R = 3  
N C = 4  
R E W I N D  26 
c a*)+** D I F FER EN? I .4L CORRECT 1 GP: 5 : = ~ i i i i  
FGH(1,4)=-XTARG 
FGH(2,4)=-YTARG 
FGHt 3<4l;-ZTARG 
DO 600 I l l 9 3  
DO 600 J = 1 t 3  
C A L L  M A T I N V ( F G H t N R 9 N C )  
DO 602 J = l t 3  
DO 603  5=4t6 
600 F G H ( I t J ) ~ R B R B M ( l t J )  
602 PI4t.J )=XYZO(  J 1 
603 P M ( J ) r X Y L O ( J I + F G H ( J - 3 r 4 )  
t ***** TEST CHANGE I N  V E L O C I T Y  **e** 
V l = S Q R T k ( P M ( 4 )  .**2+PM( 5 )  **2+PM( 6)  * *2 )  
DVl=SQRTF(FGH(1,4)**2+FGH(2t4)*+2+FGH(3t4)**2) 
I F  ( V1-VESC I606 t 606 9 603 
605 IF(ABSF(DVl)-AK*V0)61t607,607 
607 D V l P = A K * V O  
609 CONST=DVIV/DV~ 
J = l  
DXP=CONST+FGH( 1 ~ 4 )  
N S l r F G H (  2 t4) 
D Z  PICON STaFGH ( 39 4 1 
P M ( 4 )  =xyzc (4 ] +DXP 
P M ( S ) = X Y Z O ( 5 ) + O Y P  
P H ( 6 )  =XYZ ( 6 )  +DZP 
V l ~ S Q R T F I P M ( 4 ) . * 2 + P M ( 5 ) . . 2 + P M ( 6 ) * * 2 )  
GO TO (61C ,611 .J 
I F  ( V1-VESC I6089 6089 6 1  
V 1 P= 1 00 S*VESL 
8-2. 4 XY ZO ( 4 1 *DX+XYLO ( 5 1 *DY +XY 20 ( 6 1 *D2 1 I D V  1 
C-VfJ*VO-V1p*V1p  
DVlP=(-B-SQRTF(8*8-4o+C))/2o 
- - 
610 
606 
GO TO 609 
606 I F ( A m 1 )  - A K * V o m 7  t608.608 
230 FORMAT( l H 1 , 3 2 X t 4 6 H * * * *  S E N S I T I V I T Y  COEFFICIENT M A T R I X  ****I 
23 1 
232 FORMAT( lH0,32X,29H****  I N V E R S E  M A T R I X  ****I 
FORRAT 1 1HC t lP6E 190 7 I 
E N D ~ l r l t O ~ O ~ O ~ l r l ~ l t O ~ l ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~  
82 
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operating instructions and sample problems with com- 
puter output f o r  th ree  IBM-7094 Computer Programs.  
The P rograms  and the i r  essential  fea tures  a re :  
I) Interplanetary Tra jec tory  Program.  This  
program determines the burnout velocity for  a 
f r o m  any other planet to Earth. 
11) N-Body Trajectory Program. 
111) N-Body Program with Sensitivity Coefficients 
and Differential Correc t  ion. 
- t ra jec tory  f rom Ear th  to any other planet o r  - 
I SUMMARY This repor t  contains complete input instructions, I 
